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ABSTRACT
The welfare of all citizens is the goal of every nation. The Indonesian Government adopted various economic policies to achieve it. One of the causes of the financial crisis in Indonesia is unfair business competition, among others nepotism and collusion between the authorities and businesses, thereby shattering the economic structure of Indonesia. Law N.5/1999 on Prohibition of Monopolistic Practices and Unfair Business Competition become tools to abolish nepotism and collusion in business. Competition is the best approach to restore the economy because it will trigger innovation and efficiency to benefit producers and consumers. The fair and open business competition will limit and erode nepotistic and collusive behavior. However, the Indonesian business culture is not oriented to free competition. Article 33 of the Indonesian Constitution contains the philosophy of the Indonesian economy builds on a joint effort of the principle of kinship. This philosophy places partnership as a feature of the Indonesian economy, and Law N.20/2008 on Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises regulates further. Arduous for Indonesian culture to accept the competition concept since the "gotong royong" is the main principle in economics. Competition and partnerships became a dilemma when vis-a-vis. This research will analyze the crossing path of competition and partnership to find the right approach to harmonize between competition and partnership and as an input for KPPU as an institution that has the mandate to oversee the business competition and supervise partnership.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The people's welfare is the aim of every country. However, each country has its challenges in economic and political choices to achieve its goals. The background of the natives, the ideology of the nation's founders, natural and geographical conditions consider how to achieve this prosperity. Discussion on how the State seeks its aim with fair, secure, democratic, and economically prosperous regardless of the implementation of the economic system [1]. The choice depends on the constitution and the State's national interest from the various existing economic systems.

The culture of Indonesian society is family-oriented, characterized by harmony, togetherness, and mutual help. Indonesian culture is not easy to accept competition. Indonesian considers competition a selfish individualist concept, contrary to the idea of community in the family. This family concept is the basis of the nation's philosophy as contained in art.33 par. (1) of the 1945 Indonesian Constitution, stating that "the establishment of the economy shall be a joint enterprise under the principles of kinship." Developing every citizen's potential, initiative, and creative power within limits does not harm the public interest. With this philosophical view, the pattern of working together can be a feature of the Indonesian economy that prioritizes a culture of joint business.

Post the New-Order regime, Indonesia made a transition from economic liberalization to a market economy and carried out many deregulations in the process. Indonesia took this choice even though the New-Order has been achieving many developments seen through high economic growth, Indonesia still has many unresolved problems in economic development. In addition to economic globalization, which has become the dynamics of the modern economy, which requires business actors to adapt to it, the implementation of the
national economy tends to show a monopolistic pattern. Businesses intimate to the elite power gain excessive facilities impacted to social inequality. The emergence of conglomerates and a small group of niche businesses with no strong entrepreneurial passion is one factor that compels economic resilience to turn fragile and unable to compete. [2] As a result, Indonesia became one of the worst-hit countries compared to other ASEAN countries when the financial crisis hit. [3]

The policymakers willed the businesses can grow and develop healthily and correctly. Therefore, they drive at avoiding the concentration of economic power on specific individuals or groups, among others, monopoly practices and unfair business competition that are detrimental to society that is contrary to social justice ideals. Furthermore, it ultimately creates a healthy business competition climate.

Indonesia now has been 20 years of implementing the competition law. Competition Law is an essential element as a "code of conduct" for business actors to compete fairly in the market under the rules of law. The State is interested in competition policies to maintain the continuity of the process of freedom of competition aligned with the freedom of trade, freedom of choice, and access to the market [4]. It is not easy for Indonesia to change from a government-controlled economic model to a competitive market and reduce externalities [5]. However, this transition to transform is essential because it redefines the State's role in the economy [6].

The Indonesian economy orientation is towards togetherness, the people's economy, harmony, and a foster-father system to support micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSMEs). The Indonesian Government has a solid commitment to protecting MSMEs, among others, through partnerships [7]. Competition policymakers will be at a crossroads and face a dilemma, whether the policies taken will lead to efforts to prepare business actors to encounter economic globalization or stand with micro, small and medium enterprises. If the policymakers want to prepare the businesses for global competitiveness, then one of the primary keys is efficiency. Usually, the small will be weaker and lose in the competition.

On the other hand, if Indonesia intends to protect MSMEs, the previous phenomenon may reappear. Protection raises several businesses with a strong engagement with elite power but without solid entrepreneurial passion. Therefore, the question raised in this paper is how to harmonize the concept of partnership in competition law?

2. WELFARE STATE AND ECONOMIC SYSTEM TO ACHIEVE PROSPERITY

All countries want political and economic stability that will lead to realizing social welfare for all their people. However, each country has its way of looking at the meaning and how to achieve this prosperity. Therefore, from the various existing economic systems, each country will choose and implement an economic system that is considered appropriate based on the nation's philosophy and national interests.

The concept of a welfare state was started around the 18th century when Bentham [8] promoted the idea that the Government had a responsibility to guarantee "the greatest happiness of the greatest number." He uses the term utility to describe the concept of happiness or well-being. Based on the principle he developed, anything that can escalate to extra happiness is good. But, something that causes pain is terrible. Another figure who helped popularize the welfare state system was Beveridge [9], who proposed a comprehensive social insurance system that he saw as protecting people from "cradle to grave."

Pure capitalism, in the beginning, was considered quite attractive because it was convincing to be able to provide welfare to the community. In "The Wealth of Nations," Smith [10] describes that the price system will work and how a free and competitive economy will function without interference from the Government through the allocation of resources in an efficient manner. Smith introduced the term "invisible hand," which will make the production goals, the needs of the community per social goals, to avoid unwanted effects in the allocation of resource use. Smith [11] suggests that competition is natural as checks and balances control individual desires to exploit the market. Therefore, competition is assumed to be a good solution in the economy. The main basic principle for market economy excellence is the will to pursue the most significant profit and happiness for every individual through competition. He also emphasized that government intervention against the market is not needed if market efficiency runs maximum.

Economic efficiency is a description that describes efforts to achieve maximum welfare goals or actions to get maximum value from limited community resources and is used to measure economic welfare [12]. Therefore, although the competition process results in some people losing in competition and becoming social dependents in the economy, competition is considered the most appropriate mechanism to achieve prosperity through the maximum allocation of resources. However, this economic system model raises concerns that the intended welfare will be enjoyed only by a group that has capital. And the victims are none other than the workers. Fear of a gap between rich and poor inspired Marx to write Das Kapital [13]. Marx's theory was proven wrong with the fall of the Soviet Union with its purely socialist system. But that does not mean that capitalism remains the primary choice. In 1936, the capitalist system experienced a global depression, making workers, investors, and businessmen miserable [14].
The reality of this dilemma gave rise to List’s [15] view on the not-pure capitalist system, to wit implementing a capitalist economy but with state regulation, referred to as State Capitalism or National Capitalism. Whether realize it or not, countries in Southeast Asia have implemented this system, which Yoshihara calls Ersatz Capitalism [16]. The main characteristic of Ersatz Capitalism is the existence of compromises and excessive government economic intervention, which is detrimental to the free market system, and the practice of rent-seeking, which is rapidly developing into socio-political behavior in these countries [17].

Wagner later refined the List version of the state capitalism model in the form of the Welfare State. This capitalist system regulates the allocation of government funds to redistribute national wealth. Keynes later refined this model by calling it a mixed economy system, contrary to the system approach of socialism, either pure socialism or mixed socialism with a market system. The People's Republic of China, Yugoslavia impalements mixed socialist systems and several African countries. Keynes showed errors in the capitalist system itself and corrected and perfected it, and subsequently, this system hit the world economy. Although Keynes's correction has uttered to a new paradigm for Smith's theory, it is not easy to change the economic view that is still loyal to the classical and neoclassical ideas, which still believe that the market will work by itself as the laissez-faire theory [18].

Mubyarto [19] critiqued that contemporary capitalism is becoming more accommodative. The most critical change is recognizing the importance of government and state intervention in certain circumstances, even though the country adheres to a liberal economy. Likewise, Kadir [20] emphasized that the actual definition of liberalism or market freedom is more of a myth because the State is the leading actor in regulating the traffic mechanism and the efficient allocation of goods and resources with an essential benchmark on market prices. The State does not exist vis-a-vis the market but repeatedly negotiates with the capitalist class.

The process of competitive liberalization encourages many countries to compete aggressively, regardless of their philosophy. The last decade shows that many countries in Asia have adopted an economic system that tends to change towards a more liberal direction by adopting a market economy system. Even various countries accustomed to the tradition of protectionism, such as China, implements competitive liberalization [21].

Conditions that occur in Indonesia are not much different from practices that occur in other countries. Although still referring to Pancasila, Indonesia is also experiencing changes in the economic system. The Old-Order era, the New-Order era, and the Reform era have their perspectives in understanding the economy based on Pancasila. Transformation is not illegal. In terms of legal changes, there are 2 (two) kinds of laws, namely laws that tend to be changeable and laws that tend to be conservative. For example, family law or intellectual property laws are customary laws and are rarely changed. On the other hand, many business laws, state administration, and state administration tend to change according to the wishes and developments in society [22].

Before the crisis, the Indonesian economy showed rapid development and even became a lucrative market for other producing countries [23]. Praise the success of the Indonesian economy, Hill's [24] writings: "The Indonesia of the mid-1990s is almost unrecognizable compared to that of the mid-1960s. From the despair of the earlier period, the new regime could engineer an amazingly rapid recovery, as manifested in sharply declining inflation and rising growth. Indeed, a little more than a decade on, Indonesia was being hailed as one of Asia's success stories. Economists cite Indonesia from 1966 to 1968 as one of the swiftest and effective instances of inflation control in the 20th century, the fruit by the late 1980s, among the select group of developing countries, Indonesia classified to become newly-industrialized economies following the successful path of Asia's outward-looking industrial economies."

When Indonesia became one of the country's worst hits by the economic crisis in the Asian region, it proved that the highly praised Indonesian economy was nothing more than a mirage [25]. Therefore, policymakers should ponder what has happened to the Indonesian economy. What should improve the Indonesian economic system? Which economic system should choose to make Indonesia grapple with the current era of liberal competition? After Indonesia chooses an economic system, what are the mitigation steps that Indonesia must take to be strong in encountering economic shocks? And there are many other thoughts. This mitigation is essential since Indonesia is an emerging market state with a high economic growth rate taken into account on the global stage. But in recent years, it has become clear that the structure of Indonesia's economy is fragile. As a result, in early 2013, the term Fragile Five emerged, named from the five countries with exchange rates most vulnerable to shocks due to capital flight. The five countries are Brazil, Indonesia, India, South Africa, and Turkey [26].

The history of the development of thought about science and economic concepts in Indonesia is fascinating to study until now. It seems like it is endless and even continues to grow. It is recorded in history that Indonesian economists and politicians discussed and conducted studies on the right name for Indonesia's economic system for a long time. Movement leaders like Hatta repeatedly wrote about the dangers that threaten the
people's economy and how they must unite or unite themselves. [27]

The economic concept that Indonesia must embrace has become a serious debate among Indonesian economists, primarily when it is associated with three issues. First, the choice of economic ideology by the Indonesian Government to design future economic development; second, the economic foundation of Indonesia after the independence of the Republic of Indonesia; and third, the direction and vision of Indonesia's economic growth. The concept of the Indonesian economy in the era of President Soekarno's leadership referred to independence, sovereignty, and self-sufficiency. These three keywords are often known as the basic concept of "Tri Sakti Pancasila." The conceptual basis of the Tri Sakti Pancasila emphasizes that it is sovereign in the political field, independent in the economic area, and has a personality in the cultural field. However, in practice, there have been various changes and ideological orientations. The period 1945-1959 adopted a liberal economic system. However, the liberal financial plan foundered in the middle of the road because it caused high prices and low currency values. The guided economy in 1959-1965 replaced the liberal economic system. This system also generates a state budget deficit, foreign aid stops, and the income per capita of the population declines so that the country almost goes bankrupt [28].

Currently, there are two taught economics adopted, capitalist economics and socialist economics. But in practice, almost all over the world is a mixed economic system. The difference is in the degree of inclination. If the State is heavy, marked by the State's prominent role, it tends to a socialist economy. On the other hand, if it is more private heavy, characterized by the State's minimal role, it tends towards/or is called a capitalist or free-market economy [29]. Although they look different, they all have the same goal, namely prosperity. Thus, there is enormous attention to the concept of a welfare state because it is considered the most appropriate answer to state involvement in advancing people's welfare. This confidence reinforces by the emergence of empirical facts regarding market failure and state failure in improving people's securities.

Constructing a welfare state has become an obsession for many new countries, especially Asia, which became independent after World War II. South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore have been successful in establishing their welfare states. Likewise with the Republic of Indonesia. With the ideology of Pancasila, the founding fathers of the nation wanted prosperity for all the people. Atmoredjo [30] describes welfare as a comfortable and happy home for the life of the Indonesian people. The Ideology of Pancasila concretized in the 1945 Indonesian Constitution designed Indonesia as a Welfare State. Paragraph fourth of the Preamble of the 1945 Indonesian Constitution mentions "…to establish a Government of the State of Indonesia to protects the entire Indonesian nation and the entire homeland of Indonesia. To promote public welfare, educate the nation's life, and participate in carrying out world order based on independence, eternal peace, and social justice...”

3. INDONESIAN ECONOMIC SYSTEM IN COMPETITION PERSPECTIVE

Competition creates economic efficiency, market entry opportunities, reduction of government regulations and market concentration, prioritizing consumers and people's welfare. Competition policy and the competition law are the determining factors in achieving welfare goals [31]. Indonesia recognizes a culture of harmony, togetherness, and competition, which is not parallel to these values. Competition is interpreted as an individualistic act and only orientates to its interests. Justify all means only to achieve the maximum profit. Truthfully fair competition shows formidable business actors through efficiency, innovation, and the best strategies.

Bork [32] said that competition provides society with the maximum output that can be achieved at any given time with the resources at its command. Under a competitive regime, productive resources are combined and separated, shuffled, and reshuffled in search of greater profits through greater efficiency. As a result, each abundant resource moves to that employment, where the value of its marginal product, and hence the return paid, is utmost. Thus, the output can maximize since there is no possible rearrangement of resources that could increase the total output value to consumers. Therefore, competition is desirable because it assists in achieving a prosperous society and permits individual consumers to determine by their actions what goods and services, they want most.

Competition is an attempt to gain profit through market mechanisms [33]. Competition occurs in various forms, for example, price, quantity, services, or a combination of multiple factors that consumers will assess [34]. Economists argue that competition has an impact on prices determined through market mechanisms. The use of resources becomes efficient to reduce production costs. As a result, the competition will produce varied products at competitive prices and benefit both producers and consumers [35].

Competition defines as a situation in the market in which firms or sellers independently strive for buyers' patronage to achieve a particular business objective, e.g., profits, sales, and market share [36]. In this context, competition often equalizes rivalry. Competitive rivalry between firms can occur when there are two firms or many. This rivalry may occur in forms of price, quality, service, combinations, and other customer value factors.
Competition is an essential process by which firms push to be more efficient and offer better choices of products and services at lower prices. Thus, it increases consumer welfare and allocative efficiency. Moreover, it includes the concept of dynamic efficiency, that engage businesses for innovation and foster technological change and progress.

Globalization is not an inevitable destiny but a human design to integrate countries' economies in a mechanism. Globalization is a technological, economic, social, political, and cultural phenomenon that begins with trade in goods, services, and factors of production later followed by economic integration between countries. Economic globalization makes countries borderless and opens the door to the capitalist system. Numerous countries then entered into free trade agreements, such as APEC, AFTA, and WTO. Another form of entry into the flow of economic globalization and free markets is investment liberalization. Liberalization is carried out by reducing tariff and non-tariff barriers and supporting competitive market competition, which results in consumer welfare.

The Ministerial Meeting to the APEC Summit in 2004 stated that regardless of the economic system adopted by a country, every country is moving in the same direction, namely global competition and free trade liberalization. Globalization that surges the world defines as the equivalent of free trade. However, free trade is often interpreting as free competition, which has a negative connotation: self-interest. Competing refers to an individualistic and unilateral interest-oriented action by doing various ways to achieve the maximum benefit.

Economic activities that have transcended national boundaries demand regulations to enforce the rule of law and provide equal protection for every business to create a fair business environment. The culture, behavior, and values that live in the society of a country influence the choice of policies and administrative decisions. In countries with individualistic cultures are easier to adopt competition and free competition policies. In contrast, countries with collaborative cultures prefer trade policies that are centralized in nature and allow significant government intervention in the economy.

Free competition is adhered to in the competition law system in the United States. Indonesia often defines a free-market economy as free-flight liberalism. However, many empirical facts show that the world's population is tired, fed up, and hates all forms of free competition, because it will only give birth to a "stressful society" or a "restless society." Therefore, many parties have spoken out loud about the need to live in peace, live in harmony, live comfortably for the sake of realizing "peace-loving nations." This condition manifests in the European Union, which drafted its competition law to ensure fair competition, encourage innovation, homogenize standards, and protect small businesses.

The development of the ASEAN single market also resembles the European Union. Research by Setianingrum and Hawin suggests the possibility of adopting the European Union supranationalism system for competition law cases across ASEAN member countries. However, each country has sovereignty to apply its national competition law, because business competition's characteristics, and legal nature and provision vary between ASEAN member countries.

Competition is natural. It exists in the souls of individuals, nonetheless for Indonesia, competition has become a legal science that is growing after the enactment of Law 5/1999. Competition in Indonesia certainly cannot be equated with competition adopted in other countries. Pancasila in Indonesia is the basis of competition philosophy and paradigm. As the basis of philosophy, Pancasila is non-negotiable. Pancasila leads us to crystallize the mindset and attitude, life and life behavior, and state administration.

The competition law concept in Indonesia cannot separate from the Pancasila paradigm. Competition in Indonesia stands based on economic democracy by taking into account the harmony between the interests of businesses and the public benefits. Indonesia chooses the direction of the nation's political economy favoring MSMEs because they are the main pillars of the national economy. Therefore, MSMEs must obtain the primary opportunities, support, protection, and development as widely as possible without disregarding the prominent role of large businesses and state-owned enterprises.

The 1945 Indonesian Constitution mandated the principles of a Pancasila economy, including humanitarians, economic nationalism, economic democracy, and justice. Indonesian populist economics known as Pancasila Economy, is an economic system that aims to reflect the five principles of Pancasila. In essence, the Pancasila economy is a system that tries to avoid pendulum-like swings from far right to far left and vice-versa. In simple expressions, The Pancasila Economy describes as a market economic system with government control or a controlled market economy. The Pancasila economy can be considered an example of a mixed economy or a third-way economic system. It is the opposite of a neo-classical approach that promotes individualism and free markets. The Pancasila Economy also adapts the values of Indonesian society, including religious values, culture, customs, and norms. The Pancasila economy portrays the dimensions of justice and equality, on the other hands.

Every society has and known competition values. According to the Chinese, its ‘Harmonious World’ is based on lasting peace and common prosperity and consists of five elements: a ‘win-win’ strategy; peaceful development; the respect for diversity; cooperation and coordination; and peaceful coexistence. Its essence can be summarised as follows: a) differences can be resolved.
through dialogue; b) tension can be defused through consultation; c) common development can be reached through economic cooperation; and d) cultures can be enriched through exchanges. [45] There are points of similarity between Indonesia and China in emphasis on the principle of cooperation. The approach to the aspect of competition with cooperation begins with an awareness of the competition's weaknesses. Nalebuff and Brandenburger [46] emphasize the importance of competition and cooperation. The competition reflected the collaborative and collective state tendency among things, systems, or elements.

In the Asian region, Mahbubani [47] introduces "March to Modernity," where countries in Asia see that the market economy is pragmatic. Japan, China, South Korea, India, and Singapore are respective Asian countries' successes in implementing market mechanisms in their economies without abandoning religious values, traditions, and the State's role in politics and democracy. An example of Japan's performance in 1970-1990 was introducing Japan Incorporated with industrialization beyond the US and Europe. Thus, Japan Incorporated has the significant role of the State acted as a medium to synergize all forces in society, among other things private sector, parliament, research, and foreign representatives, with collaborative and productive long-term planning. The State then delegates all authority to the private sector to carry out corporate actions in national and global market mechanisms at the practical level.

In Indonesia, Salim [48] introduce the Pancasila Economy. And Budiman [49] emphasized the social element still needs the role of the State. Like western countries underline the part of the market, but the State's role remains side by side with the economy, which ensures the welfare of its people through social security for the whole community, based on three motives of the Pancasila Market Economy, namely: economic, social and moral motives. The Pancasila market economy approach extends to cooperatives or the family economy with the involvement of the Government's role. Intervention from the Government to produce an optimal balance between the market economy and the welfare of the people.

Conscious or not, many companies are adopting the competitive values of the competitive cooperative behavior of enterprises by forming strategic alliances for cooperation. The concept of coopetition usually refers to the relationship between companies that simultaneously compete and cooperate. In this concept, there is a combination of two complex logics, showing opposite interactions. The competitive paradigm with the goal that firms interact based on conflicting interests. In contrast, the collaborative paradigm states that companies interact based on interests.

Coopetition is a phenomenon of cooperation between organizations. As a relatively new research area, coopetition has its roots in cooperative strategies, both in a single dimension in the form of bilateral alliances and multilateral, among other things, networks and clusters. The coopetition-driven plan helps to develop a sustainable business. The development of the latest academic literature shows that the combination of cooperation and competition or "coopetition" is the choice of the business world over competition per se. Coopetition is a different strategic alternative due to changes in the new business environment by providing an alternative to choosing competitive and cooperative strategies [50]. The positive role of competition also emphasizes the importance of cooperation from different perspectives by arguing that "mutual trust, mutual commitment, cooperation, and exchange" are important factors that affect "the degree of relationship." The last decade has been marked by the dynamic growth of coopetition around the world. The coopetition-driven strategy helps to develop a sustainable business [51].

Coopetition may become the interpretation for one Indonesian competition law's purposes: to create a advantageous business environment through fairly business competition, thus securing equal business opportunities for MSMEs. However, the MSMEs are exempt from the Indonesian competition law.

4. CROSSING PATH OF COMPETITION AND PARTNERSHIP

In Indonesia, 99.99% of businesses appertain as MSMEs [52]. They play an essential role in the Indonesian economy because able to expand employment and provide financial services widely to the community. In addition, SMEs are important in increasing people's income, even distribution and encouraging economic growth, and achieving national stability. Furthermore, MSMEs saved the Indonesian economy from the downturn due to the 1998 financial crisis. Those all make SMEs one of the core pillars of the national economy that must obtain the key opportunities, the broadest possible support, protection, and development, without neglecting large enterprises' role and SOEs. Even though MSMEs have shown their role in the national economy, they still encounter various internal and external challenges, such as production and processing, marketing, human resources, design and technology, capital, and the business climate. The government realizes and creates multiple policies to increase MSMEs' opportunities, capabilities, and protection, but still not optimum.

Coopetition might be an outlandish term. However, the definition of coopetition connotes with the partnership. Article 1 sub. 13 of Law N.20/2008 on MSMEs describes the partnership as "cooperation in business, directly and indirectly, based on mutual necessity, trust, strengthening, and benefit principles engaging MSMEs and Large Enterprises." Furthermore, as the implementation regulation of Law N.20/2008,
article 119 of Government Regulation N.07/2021 on Facility, Protection, and Empowerment of Cooperatives and MSMEs assigns the Indonesian Competition Commission (ICC) to supervise the implementation of the partnership.

Article 104(1) GR N.7/2021 regulates that partnership between micro/small business and medium/large enterprises carried out with due observance of the principles of partnership and uphold sound business ethics. The principle of partnership includes the code of mutual need, trust, strength, and benefit. Article 119(3) GR N.7/2021 instructs ICC to regulate the supervision procedures, but not clear if the guidelines are from the perspective of MSMEs law only or the standpoint of competition law as ICC expertise. Quo ad, article 119(1) GR N.7/2021 only reveals that ICC performs supervision of the implementing agreement of partnership by the provisions of laws and regulations.

Furthermore, under article 122 of GR N.7/2021, the ICC has the power to investigate partnership cases and impose sanctions, including orders to revoke the business licenses of large/medium businesses that violate partnerships. Issues may occur from MSMEs harms by the ownership/business control in the partnership relation with large corporation, micro or small enterprises harms by the ownership or business control in partnership with medium businesses; or individuals know concerning the conjecture violation of partnership implementation. But, again, the MSMEs law not giving clear guidance based on the case handling procedures perspective, the partnership aspect purely or with competition nuance.

One top note, a partnership is a form of agreement that must fulfill the principles of the contract beneath civil law. A partnership agreement is commonly in writing and contains rights and obligations for the parties, including dispute resolution. Since a partnership agreement is subject to civil law, the quarrel among parties may lead to civil disputes, for instance, in the event of a default by one of the parties. However, civil disputes are beyond the ICCs authority to examine and investigate.

Another issue on jurisdiction is almost every agreement has a choice of law for dispute resolution, whether through the court chooses or over alternative dispute resolution, such as mediation or arbitration. The principle of contact in Indonesia stands for those legitimate agreements that apply as laws for the parties. As an illustration, a partnership agreement chooses civil court as their choice of law for any dispute that may arise. Later, an issue on the misuse of business control in the partnership relation among micro and large business occur. Should the parties go to civil court only? May ICC intervene and take over the dispute, then convert it into an ICC case? Is it possible for parties in the agreement to sue ICC for interfering since the conflicts are not related to the competition?

Based on the concept of contract law, the contract acts as a law for both parties so that as far as possible, there is no intervention from the other party. The Pancasila market economy has an approach that extends to cooperatives or the family economy with the involvement of the Government's role to produce an optimal balance between the market economy and the welfare of the people. Furthermore, Indonesia adopts a positive law system, so there must be clear affirmation in the regulations regarding the authority of the ICC to intervene in partnership agreements. The intervention is limited to business competition as the expertise of the ICC, which cannot intervene in civil disputes.

The ICC has the best opportunity to regulate the supervision and case handling procedures properly. The ICC may construct those procedures under competition perspectives as its capability and authority. Article 35 of Law N.5/1999 states that one of the ICC's tasks is to evaluate agreements that may result in a monopoly or unfair business competition. Hence, the ICC has the authority to examine and assess partnership agreements.

Thus, in the supervision of the implementation of partnership, the ICC may oversee the agreement to implement these principles and supervisors related to potential violations of business competition, such as creating a barrier to entry or abuse of dominance, for instance, in a tying-in agreement or exclusive dealing. Furthermore, suppose any violation occurs from implementing the principles in the partnership agreement, the ICC may enforce the law against abuse of bargaining position focuses on protecting MSMEs over the domination of large businesses as business partners in implementing partnership relations. The same action applies if the misuse of ownership/business control in the partnership relation arises.

5. CONCLUSION

Based on the economic system and the constitution, Indonesia has shown a strong acknowledgment that the economy of cooperation and kinship is an inherent ideology. Competition is not outlandish, but from Pancasila as the perspective of the Indonesian nation and the economic system is the Pancasila Economy which focuses on the principle of togetherness, Indonesia must build its paradigm in competition and partnership, which stands on a balance between the forces of competition and cooperation. Coopetition emerged as a mutual interest that puts forward mutualism, brotherhood, and synergy without forgetting efficiency to face globalization.

Without the concept of coopetition as a middle ground, competition and partnership will always be at the crossroads and never meet. ICC has the opportunity given by the regulations to prepare two guidelines, supervising partnership and case handling procedures. Through the
caring partnership, ICC can introduce the concept of coopetition as a combination of partnership and business competition. Through case handling schemes, the ICC can distinct its jurisdiction and confirm that the ICC can intervene in partnership agreements as a manifestation of the State's political economy in favor of MSMEs.
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